The Fish of a Thousand Casts…
That’s the name given to our coastal steelhead by
those who have pursued them and (hopefully) been
able to finally land one. Fly fishing opportunities in
Sonoma County tend to be few and far between
compared to more rural areas, so maybe it’s a good
thing that catching our local number-one game fish
is a genuine challenge. I know this to be true since
I have hooked only one Russian River steelie in ten
years, and I have yet to bring one to hand. Those
who have been more successful than me have no
doubt put in their thousand casts – the only proven
method to make the magic happen.

County and 707-944-5533 for Sonoma, Marin,
and Napa counties) and heard that the Russian
and Gualala rivers are open for fishing. So watch
the weather reports and the on-line stream flow
gauges and wait for that “not too steelie-green”
clearer water that works best for tempting our
native trout that wanders the Pacific for years, but
always comes back home to Sonoma County
where it was born.

The good news is that Mother Nature has smiled on
us this fall and brought early rains to our droughtshrunken streams. I called the State Coastal Rivers
Low Flow Hotline today (707-822-3164 for
Mendocino County
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fall on the second Wednesday night of every month.

Penelope Gadd-Coster
October has been beautiful and somewhat normal—
October feels like it should feel after having the past
few years way too hot and windy. I am out on the Fall
River and there is a visual change of season, beautiful
color in the leaves, wispy clouds, and some light
breezes. It is a kind change. Let’s hope that November
will be as kind!
I want to thank you all for your membership renewals
and your membership in general. I also want to
encourage you to attend our meeting in person or as
an alternative, watch via Zoom. Our general meetings

Our October meeting was held at the Vets Hall, Santa
Rosa. The Presentation for the evening was about
safety while fishing. There are many things to think
about. Many of our RRFF members at the meeting
and those participating by Zoom shared comments.
We had some difficulty with the video we wanted to
share because of low Wi-Fi bandwidth.
Mark Likos was to present but was unable to due to
injuries from an accident he had while fishing. He sent
along this video that was put together after his
accident. Click to view the video created by the Diablo
Valley Fly-Fishing Club. I hope you will look at it. This
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has also prompted the Board to put together a safety
protocol that will be posted on the RRFF website. We
are also looking at bringing first aid information to
interested members. Stay tuned!

continue making this program a Sonoma County
success.
THANK YOU for your membership and I look forward
to seeing you out there on the waters! Penelope

Our Club has a membership with Fly Fishers
International - Northern California Council (NCCFFI).
The Yuba Fest took place on Oct 15-16. We had a few
of our Club members attend and we signed up some
new members at the festival too.
At this year’s festival, I furthered my knowledge about
different casting techniques and about specific fishing
techniques for Yuba River. There was a strong
camaraderie with the other fly-fishing clubs that
attended and there were local guides to answer
questions about how to fish the Yuba and other rivers
close by. I highly recommend the Yuba Fest and I am
looking forward to next year’s event!
These classes from the NCCFFI have sparked interest
in creating some refresher classes from our casting
leadership in our Club. There are always new things
to learn or just to bring back into muscle memory.
Please contact click Steve Tubbs and/or click Jeff
Cratty if you are interested in reviewing and
improving your casting techniques, whether it’s the
basic Roll Cast or if you’re working on Spey Casting for
the first time.
Casting Pond—don’t forget. November 6th is the last
day of daylight saving time and our winter hours will
change to noon-2:30 PM on first and third Saturday
of each month. Our first winter casting pond date will
be November 19th. Come out to the pond and learn as
well as meet with other Club members.
Ed has been working hard to put together tripsplease check out our website for upcoming trips. Click
to view the remaining RRFF outings for 2022 and the
newly posted outings for 2023.
Steelhead in the Classroom, an incredible
conservation teaching tool led locally by Board
Member Karl Joost will be starting back up. Please
contact Karl, click if you are interested in helping him

RRFF General Meeting
Mike Borba
Wednesday, November 7, 7:00 PM
For our November General Meeting, we will have
Donald Dehm, Education Director, Treasurer for the
Gulf Coast Council of FFI, and Kayak Fly Fishing
Instructor. This presentation will be presented online.
Some of you mentioned you would like to know more
about this method of fishing. Click to learn more
about Donald Dehm and his tips for becoming a
better kayak fly angler. Editor’s Note: Mike Borba
volunteered, and the Board unanimously selected
him to take over the task of selecting guest speakers.

British Columbia 2020, 2021, 2022
By Mike Spurlock
Oh Covid, how you made us wait!
In 1999, Don Shaw and I put half the money down on
a 2020 trip to Terrace, British Columbia, to fish the
Skeena River and its tributaries for steelhead and
coho. You all know what happened next—border
closure, afraid to travel anyway, gotta stay home, and
so on. But, after 3 years, we finally made it.
We flew to Terrace and were met by the guide
service, Nicolas Dean Outdoors. They shuttled us a
short drive to Yellow Cedar Lodge across the train
tracks from the Skeena.
We fished six days. Each day a different and nearby
location. We mainly used 8 weight spey rods with sink
tips, swinging tube flies in various shades of pink,
purple, black, blue, orange, and chartreuse.
One day we fished the Skeena River without results.
Water was high from upstream rains. The Skeena is
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the main river draining northern BC, fed by many
tributaries. It flows right by Terrace, about 90 miles
from the coast.
Several days we fished different sections of the
Kitsumkalum River. Most days were slow, but we did
have some coho action and some steelhead grabs,
but nothing landed.

Sunrise copter ride viewing fogged-in Copper River below.

We heard the pilot talking to our guide over the radio
confident he could find a way through it. A few miles
away he found an opening and dropped down below
the fog layer and began to follow the river to the first
pool the guide had selected. We landed on a gravel
bar.

Guide, Mike, 31” coho on the Kalum River Tributary.

Don spey casting the Kalum.

On the next to the last day, we splurged and opted to
hire a helicopter to fly us to the upper Copper River.
Don and I met at the airport before dawn with our
guide and waited for enough light to verify that the
fog wouldn’t limit our flight over the mountains. We
got clearance and as we passed over the summit, we
began to fly down the Copper River Valley. The river
was completely covered by a thick layer of fog, and
we began to wonder if we were going to be able to
see and fish the Copper River on this trip.

Don, Sky (guide), & Mike.

At the first pool, Don soon caught a bright steelhead.
The guide expected more fish. He found fresh
footprints around the area we were fishing and
concluded it had been fished by others in recent days.
We soon got back to the helicopter and moved on and
eventually fished 3 more pools. While we fished, the
pilot would either break out his novel and read or
explore the forest looking for edible mushrooms.
At some of the new pools we had more luck with each
of us hooking fish.
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15 lb steelhead from the upper Copper River.

At 4:30, it was time to go, and we headed back with
the beautiful flight over the river and forest.
On our last day, we fished the Kasiks River, a Skeena
tributary which is about 36 miles downstream from
Terrace. It is a smaller river and we used 9 ft single
handed rods targeting the strong coho run which was
underway. We launched the boat and traveled
upstream several miles and began to stop here and
there as our guide spotted coho in small pods at the
bottom of pools. As we swung flies low and across the
pod, we got takes. The action would eventually slow
down, and we would move on a mile or two to the
next opportunity.

Copper River riffle.

The last place we stopped was a riffle and there were
quite a few stacked up with Don in the hot spot. I
think we were into the double-digit numbers before
we had to start back. It started raining and it got
rather cold for the ride down river back to the truck.

Pass Creek Campground, Jackson
Meadows Reservoir Outing Report
By Daniel Power
The weather was mild, and the wind gods were in our
favor which allowed us to stay on the water for long
periods of time. Everyone enjoyed catching fish and
fly fishing from their floatation craft.
Pass Creek Campground was our base camp. Fishing
occurred at multiple lakes within 15 minutes or more
from our campground and there were plenty of
beautiful fish caught by all RRFF outing members.

At one stop we were approached by a yearling bull
moose that came out of the bushes along the shore.
Our guide immediately alerted us to get back to the
boat and he watched it for a few minutes. He then
decided we needed to get away. The moose had its
hackles raised indicating it might want to attack. It
was mating season and the moose had an injured leg,
probably from fighting.

The main lakes fished were Milton Reservoir,
Webber Lake, and Lake of the Woods. Webber Lake is
the headwaters of the Little Truckee River. It turned
out to be the hidden gem of all the lakes we fished; it
held five different species of trout, and had the larger
fish compared to the other lakes we experienced.
Webber Lake was a trout producer for those that
worked the lake’s lanes between the aqua plant
growth and that part of the lake that was free of the
submerged plants. Jeff Cratty shared that tip with
everyone that chose to fish Webber. For he caught
seven fish that day and landed at least one each of
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those five species. And the next day, new RRFF
member Kraig Smith caught four trout along with his
life-time largest Brown.
Next year we are planning on camping at Webber
Lake because of the quality of fish that Webber has to
offer, and the campground is clean flat, and wellmanaged with proximity to the lake’s banks.

Lewiston Reservoir Outing Report

fish led us to their favorite spots (the jumping trout
were sometimes feeding but often trying to knock off
sea lampreys). We did not have much luck with dry
flies—all the action was below the surface. Most fish
were caught stripping small olive, rust, or black
bugger-type streamers on an intermediate line. The
size of trout landed varied from 12 to 17 inches, but
with the cool water they all put up a good fight.
Although the lake bite varied from hot to cool during
the day, everyone had action at some point.

By Ed Barich
On the weekend of October 13-16, 2022, the RRFF
had our 7th annual outing at Lewiston Reservoir on the
Trinity River. In attendance were Ed Barich, Dave
Stone, Rick Baker, Jeff Cratty, Joerg Olson, Ted Olsen,
Ken Gillette, Mike Borba, Doug Mackay, Gregg
Wrisley, Joe Hiney, Mike Spurlock, and Smiley Curtis.

Rick Baker rippin’ a spey cast on the Trinity.

Several of us also fished the nearby Trinity River,
mostly using spey rods with the assistance of local
guides. The steelhead action was slow due to low
water levels, but the Trinity is quiet this time of the
year, and a sight to behold in its autumn colors. Mike
Spurlock caught a steelhead in additional to landing a
couple of feisty trout by skating flies on the surface.

Ken Gillette celebrating his 90th, Lewiston Reservoir outing.

Most of us stayed at the Lakeview Terrace Resort,
which provides clean, comfortable cabins with close
access to the lake. The cabins had kitchens and
barbecue grills, which allowed us all to gather
outdoors on Friday and Saturday evening to share
potluck.

Lewiston is known for good fall fly fishing for planted
rainbow trout, and once again it did not disappoint us.
We enjoyed fine weather, with clear skies and calm
afternoons in the low 80s. The water in Lewiston,
which comes from Trinity Reservoir, was crystal clear
and ranged from 55 to 62F—perfect trout
temperature. We plied the lake in drift and power
boats, pontoon boats and kayaks. Rising and jumping

Thanks to those who participated, we enjoyed great
meals: tasty appetizers, BBQ steak, chicken
enchiladas, spaghetti with marinara, beef stew,
refreshing salads, and pineapple upside-down cake.
Founding member Ted Olsen educated us with tales
of how the RRFF club and our casting pond were
created back in the 1980’s. We celebrated Ken
Gillette’s 90th birthday with chocolate cake and
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earnest singing. It was a great gathering of RRFF
members and, as always, we are looking forward to
continuing the Lewiston tradition next year.

outing last year but will not miss it again. Click to
reach the November 19th signup sheet.
Surf Fishing is still on the agenda. I have a couple of
guides that I am working with to help put this outing
together. That’s all for now.

RRFF Women’s Voice
By Penelope Gadd-Coster
I am writing this while out in the Fall River area of
Northern California. I wish you were all here! The
weather has been amazing and has left me thinking
about outings. Things will be hectic with holidays
coming up, but hopefully we can still get a few
moments of fishing in or at least put in some time at
the casting pond to keep our casting arms in shape.
I would like to welcome the new members—
Welcome! I am looking forward to meeting a few
more of you. So, mark your calendars, I’m formally
inviting you to the casting pond on November 19th for
a Meet and Greet, Saturday, 12-2:30pm. I look
forward to seeing you.
I would also like to invite you to look at the upcoming
events with Fly Fishers International Women
Connect. Click. Each month there are what they call
“Zappy Hours” with online presentations. If
interested, I will pass along the meeting invites. Let
them know you are a part of our RRFF fly-fishing club.
Yuba Fest Oct. 15-16 was a great event. I would
recommend attending next year. The event was great
for beginners and accomplished fly casters too. They
had classes, gear, and Women Connect will be there
to help women connect with clubs and events to
promote fly fishing for all. And for anyone interested
in fishing the Yuba River. I had the opportunity to
learn some casting methods I had not even heard
about.
More events: United Women on the Fly, click. Check
out their event page as well as this video on Spey
Casting, click.
Note: Spey Casting Outing with RRFF Mike Spurlock.
Please sign up if you haven’t already. I missed this

See you on the waters, Pen

Fish and Beyond
Water Conservation
The Tale of Two Civilizations
By Dave Stone
The recent Sierra periodical quarterly (Fall 2022)
published by the Sierra Club Foundation has an
interesting article titled, “Inherit the Dust.” The story
is by Jeremy Miller. Its byline caught my attention and
immediately made me inquisitive and thirsty. The
byline reads, “The Colorado River is running out of
water. No place will be more affected than the arid
metropolis of Phoenix.”
Phoenix isn’t the only civilization to have been
affected by lack of water.
Also, that byline reminded me of Ken Burns’
documentary, “The Dust Bowl” which aired on PBS in
2012. Click for a YouTube video excerpt. It’s a
documentary that my father-in-law, Wayne Lewis,
contributed to as a Dust Bowl survivor. Wayne lived
through the dust bowl as a hardworking young man
that helped his parents, along with his two younger
brothers, Gordon, Macy, and sister Lois, manage their
wheat farm in the rural agricultural community of
Gate, Oklahoma. Gate is in the State’s eastern section
of the panhandle where it joins to the rest of the
State. It was one of many communities of Oklahoma
along with its neighboring Great Plains States that got
hammered by a wall of blowing sand and dust around
4 PM on Black Sunday, April 14, 1935. This was one of
the repeated events that caused immense economic
and long-term agricultural damage over the time span
starting in 1930 and lasting for about a decade.
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During a visit to Oklahoma, my father-in-law once told
me, “At around supper time that afternoon, I couldn’t
see the bare fully lit 100-watt light bulb that hung
above our supper table. And I couldn’t see my hand in
front of my face, that’s how thick the blowing dust
and sand was inside our house that day!”
The rapidly disappearing water of the Colorado River;
is this another historical episode in the long line of
man-made catastrophes our planet has amazingly
endured over the past millennia. Can our planet
continually heal human-caused environmental
disasters or are we walking toward a precipice of no
return as we observe the damage caused by climate
change, mega storms, flooding, and watch our
precious water disappear?
And it seems as though we might be witnessing the
beginning of a repeated history. Namely, the
flourishing civilization of Hohokam people with a peak
of 300,000 inhabitants disappeared from their Pueblo
Grande, an area that is now known as the growing
metropolis of Phoenix and its surrounding area. What
caused this Hohokam massive migration? There are
two possibilities that Jeremy Miller points out, but no
one knows exactly why, in the 14th century, the
Hohokam abandoned their Pueblo Grande. However,
starting in 450 AD they experienced close to 1,000
years of productive and continuous inhabitation in
that location. Miller writes his two hypotheses: 1)
“The Hohokam were laid low by prolonged drought.”
2) “Hundreds of years of relentless irrigation salinized
the soil, which in turn led to a collapse in agriculture.”
“In either case, the mysterious disappearance of
Hohokam civilization seems linked to water,” as
described by Marc Reisner author of “Cadillac
Desert.”
After reading “Inherit the Dust,” I’m wondering, are
we witnessing a mega drought that might take out
Phoenix in my lifetime or during my son’s life? If so,
would that cause a mass migration of Arizonians
looking for water, possibly just like the Hohokam
people of past?

Some of the excepts from the Miller’s article that
caught my attention about Phoenix’s plight: “The
336-mile-long Central Arizona Canal delivers a third of
Arizona’s water from the Colorado river to the state’s
cities and farms.” “Agriculture, like fields of alfalfa
grown for cattle feed, uses nearly three-quarters
[73%] of Arizona’s limited water supply.” “Last year,
the [Colorado] River’s diminution reached a crisis
point hydrologists have been warning of for decades.
Wracked by more than 20 years of drought, the two
largest reservoirs along the Colorado River—Lake
Powell and Lake Mead—dropped to their lowest
levels in history.” “We can’t conserve our way into
safe yield anymore. “Kathy Farris [senior research
fellow at the Kyl Center for Water Policy at Arizona
State University] told the author. “We have too much
growth, and we have too much residual groundwater
pumping.” “The architects of the Colorado River
Compact consented to a [water amount] number that
Mother Nature simply could not fulfill.”
If the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers can’t
maintain the current water drawn from their
riverbanks, will the San Joaquin and Sacramento
Valleys experience what Phoenix and its surrounding
agricultural farmlands are currently experiencing?
As fly fishers we already see our fisheries
detrimentally being affected in Northern California by
low river, lake, and reservoir water levels and the
warming of those waters are not helping keep our
fisheries healthy either.
As Bob Dylan once sang “For the times they are achangin’….” Can you predict what changes the future
will bring? For instance, where will the needed

water for Phoenix come from—the Mississippi
River? Click to view this Sierra article by Jeremy
Miller. And here’s my blessing inspired after reading
his article: May there always be enough water in our
rivers and streams.

Book Review
By Ed Barich
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“Upstream: Searching for Wild Salmon, from River to
Table”
By Langdon Cook. Published by Ballantine Books,
2017. $13.71 Hardcover, $13.99 eBook
Upstream unveils the history of Pacific wild salmon on
the West Coast, from their prehistoric origins to their
present day declined state. Author Langdon Cook
provides a narrative that takes us up and down the
coast from Alaska to California, meeting with sport
and commercial fishers, conservationists and wildlife
managers, seafood marketers and chefs, and native
Americans to give us the big picture of the state of
wild Pacific salmon today. He visits fisheries that
appear sustainable, such as the Copper River sockeye
run in Alaska, as well as some that are in deep trouble,
such as the Columbia and Sacramento River runs in
our own state. In interviewing fisheries experts, the
negative effects of dams and their supposed hatchery
“mitigation solutions” become apparent in their
contribution to the decline of wild stocks, but the
dedication of conservationists provides some hope
for the future of both salmon and humans.
I don’t fish for salmon, but through this book I learned
a lot about their key role in the ecology of the West
Coast. The book also includes other anadromous
species you may have encountered, such as steelhead
and cutthroat trout, and takes us places we may have
fished, such as the Yuba and San Joaquin Rivers. But
what made this story a good read for me was the
author’s encounters with experts in the field and how
the life story of salmon wove them all together. I hope
you will enjoy it too.

length of time the presentation will take (best guess,
but with a 20-minute max.) Shorter presentations are
okay too. 4) The type of images you will want to
display on the Vets Hall’s screen (Microsoft Power
Point format would be preferred, otherwise, .jpg
photo files are acceptable.)
Be there to join in by telling your fish story or come to
listen to some fascinating fish battles of yore. Should
be fun, don’t miss it.

Fly of the Month
Fish Egg Patterns
By Mike Borba

Our upcoming outing to the Yuba River is prime time
to fish egg patterns to land those hungry Rainbows
and steelhead.
Materials List
Hook: any curved shank nymph hook size 12-14
Thread: 3/0 thread color to match yarn color
Body: egg yarn usually in a peach color. With the help
of a YouTube video, watch how to tie a simple egg
pattern. Click here.
Editor: Photos I couldn’t work into above articles.

Editor’s Note: A reminder! Ed Barich will tell his
entire story “Our tour of the Oregon’s Fly-Fishing
Waters” at the 12/14/2022 General Meeting in lieu of
a guest speaker. If you would like to share your best
fishing days of 2022 along with Ed, then to reserve
your presentation slot, please contact Ed, Click and
submit your story by December 7, Ed will need the
following information from all presenters: 1) The title
of your presentation. 2) The names of any copresenters who will be speaking with you. 3) The
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Kraig Smith, Webber Lake

Trinity River float

Important Change

Support Our Local
Fly Fishing Businesses!
Archuleta’s Reel Works
Custom fishing reel repair, servicing, and
manufacturing.
733 Detrick Drive, Grants Pass, OR 97527
(541) 956-1691
Bill Archuleta, owner

How to Contact Board of Directors &
Coordinators
If you want to contact one or more of the Board of
Directors and/or Coordinators below, then click on
this link, which will bring you to our website.

Click Here

King’s Sport and Tackle
Clothing, flies, rods, supplies, gear, accessories,
instruction, guide service, and canoe rental.
16258 Main Street, Guerneville, CA 95446.
(707) 869-2156.

The names of our Board of Directors and Coordinators
will appear. You may click on a name and leave a
message for any person below and our website will
send it to their personal email address, and they will
respond to your message.

Outdoor Pro Shop, Inc.
Fishing gear, supplies, fly fishing, flies, rods and,
accessories.
412 Houser Street, Cotati, CA 94931.
(707) 588-8033,
Fax (707) 588-8035
Sportsman’s Warehouse
Top brands for hunting, fishing, and more at
America’s Premier Outfitter
5195 Redwood Drive, Rohnert Park, CA 94928
(707) 585-1500

RRFF Board of Directors
President: Penelope Gadd-Coster
Vice President & Outings Coordinator: Ed Barich
Secretary: Brendan Galten
Treasurer, Membership: Spencer Bader

Click here to reach the above
businesses

Webmaster: Mike Spurlock
Casting Instruction Chairman, Facebook: Steve Tubbs
Casting Instruction: Don Shaw
Membership Badges & Pond Steward: Doug Mackay

Calendar of Events

Raffle Coordinator: Gregg Wrisley
New Member Mentoring, Casting Instruction: Jeff Cratty

Our first Saturday winter casting pond date will
be November 19th noon to 2:30 PM. During the
winter, our casting pond is open on the 1st and 3rd
Saturdays of each month. We are OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC and beginners are welcome.

Steelhead in the Classroom: Karl Joost
Member at Large: Tim Reuling
Program Chair: Mike Borba
The Cast Newsletter Editor & Publisher: Dave Stone
Member at Large: Daniel Powers

19th-Spey

Nov
Clinic, Monte Rio (Mike Spurlock, leader)
Dec 10 & 11-Yuba River (Ed Barich, leader)
PLEASE FOLLOW ALL COVID-19 PROTOCOLS!

Coordinators
Day Fishers & Fly Tying: Lee Soares
Casting Pond Monitor: Binky Castleberry

Click here for a complete list
of 2023 upcoming events!

Conservation Coordinator: Charlie Schneider
Conservation Coordinator: Tom Greer
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Russian River Fly Fishers
c/o Spencer Bader
3310 Conifer Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Russian River Fly Fishers Membership Application
I acknowledge in this agreement, and fully understand, that it is a release of liability. I further acknowledge that I am waiving any right that I may have to
bring

legal action or to assert a claim against Russian River Fly Fishers (RRFF) for its negligence. Any member who invites a non-member (including

member’s spouse and family) agrees that such guest is bound by the same conditions and agrees to so advise the guest. I have read this statement
and agree to its terms as a condition of my membership in the Russian River Fly Fishers. This agreement is valid for all RRFF sanctioned events, (fishing
outings, picnics, meetings).

*Indicates required field.
*Name___________________________________________________*Date_____________*How did you hear about us? Referred by? _________________________________________
*Address___________________________________________________________________________*City/State/Zip_________________________________________________________________
*Preferred Phone: Home_____________________________________ or Cell____________________________________ *E-mail__________________________________________________
Occupation___________________________________________________________*Signature____________________________________________________________________________________
*Circle a (Yes or No): I’m applying as a new member Yes / No or I’m renewing my existing membership: Yes / No
Single membership - $50 annual dues

Junior membership (live >75 miles from Santa Rosa or age 16-18 - $25 annual dues.)

Gold membership - $1,000 (one-time) Family Membership - $55 annual dues—List family members: ___________________________________________________
The club would like to help you meet your needs. How many years have you been fly fishing? ____________________________________________________________
Circle any areas you want help with:

I would like help learning or improving my cast.

I would like a lesson in tying knots

I would like a lesson in tying flies

on local waters or on a club outing.

I would like advice on fishing equipment.

I would like to have an experienced member mentor me

Any other areas not mentioned above? _________________________________________________________________________________

*How are you planning to pay? __________________________________________________________
Note: Dues paid by a new member joining the RRFF after March 1st of any year will cover the balance of that year and the membership dues for the
following fiscal year. The RRFF fiscal year runs from July 1st to June 30th. IF YOU PREFER, YOU MAY JOIN OR RENEW ONLINE at www.rrflyfisher.org
OR NEW MEMBERS, MAY MAIL THIS APPLICATION TO:
RUSSIAN RIVER FLY FISHERS, C/O SPENCER BADER, 3310 CONIFER DRIVE, SANTA ROSA, CA 95404

